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Abstract
In the Czech Republic decisions on the occupational

character of lung cancer which could be caused by ionizing
radiation are based on the probability assessment. Cases are
considered occupational when according to the calculation based
especially on data of the patient's exposure there is at least
0.5 (in some cases even 0.4 - 0.5) probability (PC) that the
disease was caused by professional exposition to alpha
radiation of the radon decay products. Coefficients derived
from epidemiological surveys carried out in miners of the
uranium industry are used for this calculation. New surveys
provide new data for calculations. The principle of assessment
of the occupational character of lung cancer in working people
should be unified on an international scale.
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Non-medical exposures to major doses of ionizing radiation
or biologically relevant contamination of the organism by
radioactive isotopes are extremely rare in the Czech Republic.
Acute radiation syndrome has not been described in this country
and the inpatient department established in one hospital in
Prague 35 years ago for decontamination of people has never
been used for this purpose.

On the other hand, there are many working people in the
Czech Republic who are repeatedly exposed to relatively small
amounts of ionizing radiation. This applies in particular to
uranium miners and uranium mill workers. They inhale while
working the decay products of radon ( Po, Po), the alpha
radiation of which can cause lung cancer.

In the Czech Republic about 6500 new cases of lung cancer
are detected every year (the incidence in 1996 was 101/100 000
in men and 33/100 000 in women). No doubt, in the majority in
the development of the disease a decisive role was played by
other causes than ionizing radiation, above all cigarette
smoking, contamination of the environment, immunological and
genetic mechanisms. In individual cases, however, clinical or
laboratory examinations cannot reveal the cause of the disease.
Some cases of lung cancer can be, however, according to law,
notified as an occupational disease and the worker is entitled
to appropriate damages, the sum depending on the used
compensatory system. (As a rule the worker gets a lump sum
corresponding roughly to thirty monthly mean wages in the Czech
Republic and subsequently he receives a permanent monthly
pension and some other allowances). Therefore the decision on
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the occupational character of the disease is of great
importance.

The List of occupational diseases which is an appendix of
the Government decree no. 290/1995 contains item II1/6: Lung
cancer caused by radioactive substances. According to this
regulation lung cancer can be notified as an occupational
disease only in the case it has developed in the course of work
where "such exposure to radioactive substances by inhalation
has been proved which according to contemporary medical
knowledge causes disease".

Evaluation of the occupational character of lung cancer as
practiced by clinics for occupational diseases in the Czech
Republic is based on the probability principle. The calculation
is made according to the recommendation issued by the Ministry
of Health in 1991 [1]. It is based on knowledge of the hygienic
conditions of the workplace and the exposure period. First the
intake (H^) of the decay products of radon (alpha emitters

Po and Po) in different years is assessed. This is
expressed in VLM units (working level month) where 1 VLM stands
for the inhalation of the latent energy concentration of
1.3 . 10 MeV/1 for a period of 170 hours which corresponds to
the intake of the radon decay products of 2.65 . 10 MeV
absorbed in bronchial epithelium. Then the additional risk (R)
(i.e. the increase of the lung cancer rate due to the alpha
radiation) is assessed according to the following equation:

n
R =

where C^ is the relative risk coefficient given in table I
n is the number of years of the worker's exposure

Table I

Relative risk coefficients C

age
risk

when started
work (years)

=s 29
30 - 39

> 40

time which elapsed between exposure and
diagnosis of lung cancer (years)

0-4.9

0/VLM
0/VLM
0/VLM

0
0
0

5.0-14.9

.057/VLM

.035/VLM

.021/VLM

15 and more

0.0285/VLM
0.0175/VLM
0.0105/VLM

The relative risk coefficients were assessed on the basis
of epidemiological studies implemented in uranium miners before
1985 [2]. At present, results of more recent surveys are
available and therefore a change of the relative risk
coefficients C is contemplated, while preserving the principle
of assessment of additional risk R.
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The ratio of causal relationship of irradiation on the
development of lung cancer (PC) (i.e. probability of causation)
is calculated from the equation:

PC =
R + 1

If the assessed value of PC is greater than 0.5, the
clinic of occupational diseases notifies lung cancer as an
occupational disease and the patient is paid full damages by
his employer. If the PC value is lower than 0.4, the condition
is evaluated as non-occupational and the patient does not
receive any damages. If the calculated PC value is between 0.4
and 0.5, the clinic of occupational diseases considers, when
deciding on the occupational character of lung cancer, further
factors, in particular cigarette smoking and the possible
exposure to other cancerogenic factors in the working
environment.

The numbers of people in the Czech Republic where
occupational diseases clinics certified lung cancer as an
occupational disease in 1986 - 1996 are listed in table II.

Table II

Number of cases notified as
Czech Republic

occupational lung cancer in the

year

1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996

number

95
102
79
85
75
85
71
92
77
55
67

Workers not granted by clinics of occupational diseases
the occupational character of their lung cancer because of
a low PC value frequently ask a court of law for revision of
the matter. The recommendations of the Ministry of Health
concerning the occupational character of lung cancer are not
mandatory for the court. That is why the court decides very
frequently that lung cancer is an occupational disease despite
a very low ratio of causal association of irradiation (PC),
usually by stating that it is not possible to rule out
completely that the disease was caused by ionizing radiation.
There are no records on the number of cases of lung cancer
which were thus granted an occupational character. The majority
of physicians do not agree with the mentioned attitude of the
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court. (If it were used consequentially every case of lung
cancer in any worker could be considered an occupational
disease. Everybody is always exposed at any workplace at least
to small amounts of ionizing radiation. It can never be ruled
out that these doses caused his or her disease.)

It is obvious that the principle which is applied in the
Czech Republic to compensate for lung cancer, i.e. that if the
occupational character is accepted the patient receives full
damages or if it is not accepted, he does not receive anything,
has its pitfalls. There are some variants which could be used
when compensating for the disesase (as well as other diseases
which can be evaluated only on the basis of the probability
principle) [3]. It seems to be useful for specialists from
different countries to unify their views of this matter.
International organizations would use their opinions as a basis
for recommendations how to proceed in the evaluation,
notification and compensation of lung cancer caused by ionizing
radiation.
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